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Founded in 2001, The Orphaned Starfish 
Foundation is dedicated to working with 

orphans and disadvantaged children 
throughout the world. Our goal is to foster last-
ing change in the lives of these children by 

giving them the opportunity to develop 
vocational skills that will enable them to

 overcome the cycle of poverty and abuse.

OUR MISSION



ABOUT 
THE FOUNDATION

Orphaned Starfish programs address the challenges facing disadvantaged children and 
at-risk youth by providing them with technology training. The foundation funds the 
construction and operation of vocational training facilities, including funding for furnishings, 
required equipment, teacher salaries, job placement services, as well as scholarships for 
higher
education. 

OSF collaborates with in-country partners to identify project sites with the greatest need and 
to maximize impact. Specific objectives consist of:

(a) improving learning skills and stimulating interest in learning; 
(b) providing access to the Internet and other programs to widen the children’s opportunities 
for learning and give them a broader vision of the world; 
(c) increasing the children’s self-esteem and enhancing their overall quality of life; and 
(d) helping them take advantage of employment opportunities.
To date, OSF has funded the installation and maintenance of twenty-four computer centers 
in Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, the Dominican Republic, Ethiopia, Haiti, Mex-
ico, Panama, and Puerto Rico

The foundation makes a difference in the lives of over 7,000 children and at-risk youth.



   A LETTER FROM THE CHAIRMAN
To Our Contributers, Collegues And Friends

This report is just a glimpse of our shared accomplishments over the past several years. We are proud of the work 
we do to give orphans and disadvantaged children an opportunity to acquired skills needed to overcome the cycle of 
poverty and abuse.Since our founding in 2001 we have funded the installation of thirty-one computer centers in homes 
and orphanages in countries throughout South America, Central America, the Caribbean and Africa. Today, we are able 
to reach over 7,000 children. In addition, we provide scholarships to give children who excel in our
 programs the opportunity to attend college. 

We have in place a job placement program to provide jobs and internships for graduating students.Providing these 
children with access to computer training, scholarships and internships enables them to develop additional compe-
tencies that will help them reduce educational disadvantages, overcome cultural and social inadequacies and grow 
as responsible and active workers and citizens in their communities.What makes our organization successful is the 
involvement of our many supporters. I want to thank those of you who have supported the Orphaned Starfish 
Foundation. I hope this report provides you with a picture of the many accomplishments our organization has realized 
during the past years and a sense of how important a role you have played in helping us reach these milestones. We 
could not do the work we do without you.

I also want to thank the Orphaned Starfish board and network of volunteers. Your dedication to the children we serve 
and the foundation is deeply appreciated and truly inspiring. I believe there is no better investment any of us can make 
than helping these children. I hope this report demonstrates that this is what we do at OSF and what your
support makes possible. One day, perhaps, no child anywhere will be deprived of the opportunities and tools to have 
a successful life and become a productive member of his or her community as so many children are today. One day, 
perhaps, all children everywhere will thrive and reach their full potential. But today, we renew our commitment to our 
mission to help these children have a better tomorrow.

Sincerely,
Andrew B. Stein

Founder and Executive Chairman



OUR PROGRAMS
The Orphaned Starfish Foundation currently funds thirty one programs in 
twelve countries: Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominican 
Republic, El Salvador,Ethiopia, Haiti, Mexico, Panama, and Puerto Rico.THE OSF MAP 



























BOLIVIA



The Fundacion Nuevo Dia Program
La Paz, Bolivia
In the City of La Paz, there are 14 social organizations of children and youth who work in the streets 
as shoe-shiners – at the expense of their education. Forty percent of all the members of these 
organizations are affiliated with Fundacion Nuevo Dia (FND), an autonomous nonprofit institution 
managed by its current and former beneficiaries.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
The Orphaned Starfish Foundation has partnered with Save the Children to provide a telecenter for 
FND. Orphaned Starfish has funded the acquisition of the hardware and Save the Children provides 
the curriculum and monitors the project.

The telecenter allows youth workers to have the skills to continue their studies and improve the quality 
of their homework. The program gives helps them take advantage of new employment opportunities, 
and increases their self-esteem. Participants who gain employment in a computer related area as a 
result of the training experience an increase in both their income and social status. These advances 
contribute to the overall goal of improving the educational environment of street workers in La Paz so 
that they have the skills and self-confidence to continue their studies and thereby break the cycle of 
poverty for future generation.

Proyecto Horizonte – Ushpa Ushpa

Cochabamba, Bolivia
The community of “The Mineros San Juan,” Ushpa-Ushpa is located 10km southeast of 
the city of Cochabamba. There are approximately 1,500 families living under the poorest 
of economic conditions. Many inhabitants are without work and can only find short-term or 
seasonal jobs and the 1,500 families has an average of 4 to 6 children. The current status 
of health of the Ushpa-Ushpa population is sub-standard. Breathing problems and diarrhea 
are common and particularly widespread among the children.

Together with The “Saint Vincent de Paul” Society, Proyecto Horizonte – Ushpa Ushpa was 
founded in 2004 to build a day care center for children. The project grew to include a health 
care center and a school. Today there are 150 children between the ages of 1 to 6 years 
attending the 5 levels of the “Education Initial,” and a daycare program. A recently
 inaugurated school has 600 children between the ages of 6 to 14 years in attendance. The 
youngest student is 16 years old, the oldest 62, and the majority of the students are women.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
The Orphaned Starfish Foundation partnered with Save the Children to provide a computer 
center to serve the 600 children between the ages of 6 to 14 years who attend the school. 
OSF provided funds to furnish and equip the center with sixteen computers including
software and the necessary furniture. Save the Children provides the curriculum for the 
computer classes and facilitates the training of the teachers.



BRAZIL



The Instituto Socio-Educacional pro-Ciudadania 
(ISEC)

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
ISEC is a home for approximately 80 children and young adults, with seven separate social and 
educational programs designed to improve the lives of children in the barrios of Rio de Janeiro. The 
children use the training rooms to learn fundamental computer and internet skills, which increases 
their level of literacy.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
The Orphaned Starfish Foundation has awarded a grant to ISEC’s Programa Abrigo, for the fur-
nishings and operational expenses of three vocational training rooms in three of Programa Abrigo”s 
homes.
We have also supplied a grant to ISEC’s Programa Abrigo for multimedia and educational training 
for the mentally and/or physically handicapped children. ISEC utilizes a “mainstreaming” approach in 
which the non-handicapped students work and socialize with the handicapped children.

The Centro Estudos e Ações Solidárias da Maré
(CEASM) Program

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
CEASM was founded by the inhabitants of Mare to improve the poverty conditions through access to 
culture, technology, and other influences otherwise not available to local residents. In order to achieve 
their goal, they provide courses in foreign languages, computing, reading, photography, video, music, 
theater, capoeira, etc.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
The Orphaned Starfish Foundation has provided the resources and funding to acquire computers and 
install wiring in the computer room.

The Fundacao Americo de Viveiros Program

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Fundacao Ameco de Viveiros is an organization that provides vocational training for children living in 
the Favela of Turano.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
The Orphaned Starfish Foundation has funded twelve computers, a printer, and a scanner for the 
Fundacao Americo de Viveiros’ existing computer room. OSF also provides funds on a continuing 
basis to supply children attending classes with a proper lunch.



The Centro de Ações Integradas Novo Horizonte 
Program
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Centro de Ações Integradas Novo Horizonte is the home of approximately ninety children ranging 
from infants to 14 year-olds. All the children receive schooling at the facility, and children ages 14 and 
older can be trained in silk printing techniques – from design to final product.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
The Orphaned Starfish Foundation has provided Centro de Ações Integradas Novo Horizonte com-
puter equipment and classroom supplies. In addition, OSF provides ongoing funding for proper 
lunches for the children attending lessons at the facility.

Associação de Assistência à Criança 
Surda – AACS
Founded in 1956, AACS assists children with hearing deficiencies and/or speaking and learning 
disabilities at the age of 0 to 18 who are forwarded by public schools where they cannot be attended. 
AACS maintains their own school where the small children are educated and when they are ready 
to be included in public schools, AACS continues to offer pedagogical support. Many of the children 
come from very poor backgrounds, considered as “social risks”. Their families receive orientation and 
support from AACS´s social and psychological service.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
The Orphaned Starfish Foundation has provided the resources and funds to furnish a computer 
center. We also were able to fund computer hardware and software upgrades, teachers annual salary, 
operational costs, programs, and internet access. OSF will also continue to provide ongoing financial 
support ensuring the kids of AACS a secure future.



The Proyecto Uerê Program

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Proyecto Uerê was founded ten years ago by Ms. Yvonne Bezerra de Mello. It is a nonprofit 
organization focused on teaching at risk children and youth living in a permanent state of conflict. 
The children at Proyecto Uere are traumatized by constant exposure to violence resulting in learning 
disabilities. Ms. Bezerra de Mello created the Uerê-Mello methodology, designed to help the children 
overcome their learning disabilities in order to increase the quality of their education. The project 
serves 430 children.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
OSF provides a grant to pay for a teacher’s salary.

The Associação Vida Jovem(VJ)

São Paulo, Brazil
Vida Jovem was founded in 1987 in the neighborhood of Ipiranga, São Paulo, on the edge of the 
city’s laregest shanty town, known as Heliopolis. The program was inspired on the successful Boys 
Hope Girls Hope program of the US and sought to offer a stable, family-like home environment for 
children who the child welfare agencies determined could no longer live with their own families. By 
2009 VJ had 6 homes with 10 children in each. Seeing the need to reinforce the educational con-
cepts being taught at the public schools, VJ began providing its residents tutoring in English, Portu-
guese, Math as well as classes in computers, dance, music, sports, art and theatre. In 2009 with the 
change in the adoption law that prioritized returning children to a family member or putting them up 
for adoption within the shortest possible period, Vida Jovem saw the demand dwindle for its long-term 
care through its group homes. The VJ Board then decided to work towards preparing the teens in its 
homes and from the surrounding impoverished communities for the job market through professional 
courses coupled with the core class tutoring, computer skills and life/ career coaching.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
The Orphaned Starfish Foundation provides ongoing funding for the Web Design, Computer
Maintenance and basic computer skills classes annually. With The Orphaned Starfish Foundation’s 
support, many youth each year are starting computer-related careers and taking the first step on a 
path leading to higher education, active participation in the communities from which they come and to 
becoming catalysts for positive change.



CHILE,COLOMBIA&COSTA RICA



The Hogar San Francisco Program

Santiago, Chile
Hogar San Francisco, founded in 1889, is a home for battered girls in the poorer outskirts of Santia-
go, Chile. The home is dedicated to providing shelter, guidance, and education for sexually abused 
girls ranging from ages 4 to 18 years old. The girls are placed at Hogar by either one of their parents 
or by a recommendation from the judicial system of Chile. The girls attend classes at community 
schools but return to the home for psychiatric treatment, meals and to sleep.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
We provided an initial grant to build the computer center. Additional funds were provided for computer 
hardware and software upgrades, teachers’ salaries, operational costs, programs, and internet
access.

Amparo de Niños
Bogota, Colombia
Amparo de Ninos is a “Home of opportunity” that actively engages children and adolescents, in struc-
turing their life. Founded 51 years ago, the Amparo de Ninos is an exclusive organization that has 
been recognized for its comprehensive approach to protect children and adolescents, with quality 
standards supported by the Colombian Family Welfare Institute (ICBF). The program guarantees an 
intervention from the perspective of rights, providing opportunities for family and social integration.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
The Orphaned Starfish Foundation helps by providing financial support to maintain the computer 
center, we also pay for teacher’s annual salary. The computer center serves as an opportunity for 
girls and adolescents to develop computer skills for their academic success. OSF will also continue to 
provide ongoing financial support ensuring the children a secure future.

Fundamor
Cali, Colombia
Founded in 1992, Fundamor is an NGO based in Cali Colombia that provides housing, nutrition, 
comprehensive health care, and education to children living with HIV/AIDS. The organization serves 
approximately 60 children ranging from newborns to eighteen years of age. In addition, Fundamor 
works to increase public awareness of the risks of HIV and AIDS in the community. The foundation is 
partially funded by the Colombian Family Welfare Institute.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
OSF provided a grant to expand an existing computer room at Fundamor. The grant funded the pur-
chase of new computers and peripherals, as well as the salary of an Information Technology teacher 
who provides computer literacy classes and maintain the computers. The computer room is used 
primarily by the resident children, volunteers and interns at Fundamor. The room will also be open to 
children from the surrounding community who don’t have access to computers.
OSF is working with Conexión Colombia to coordinate the implementation of the grant. Founded in 
2003, Conexión Colombia is a non-profit organization that channels resources efficiently and trans-
parently from abroad to a portfolio of non-profit organizations and pre-screened projects with high 
social impact in Colombia.



The World Is In Your Hands

Choco, Colombia
The World Is In Your Hands provides assistance to women who are vulnerable due to displacement, 
violence, and abandonment. The program allows them to be productive for themselves, their families, 
and society. The program started in the municipality of Pretoria, in Choco, for a population of 15 chil-
dren, aged between 6 and 11 years. Their aim is to offer mothers who are the head in the home, the 
opportunity to attain computer training- thus open up both educational and economic spaces, which 
require the use of the internet, as well as the ability to show them that “the world is in their hands”.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
The Orphaned Starfish Foundation funded the furnishing of an educational computer center. We 
funded ten computers, a printer, a scanner, and the maintenance of the center. The computers and 
courses will prepare the students for their future and professional careers. OSF has provided funding 
to expand the computing workshop for more than 40 children ranging from the ages of 6 to 18 years. 
OSF will also continue to provide ongoing financial support.

Casa Hogar de La Chinca House

Medellin, Colombia
Casa Hogar de la Chinca House, located in Medellin, Colombia, is a nonprofit organization that pro-
vides for approximately 60 female adolescents who have been physically and/or emotionally abused. 
These young women all come from dysfunctional family environments and have little or no access 
to higher education or job training. La Chinca provides a safe living environment where the girls are 
provided educational assistance, food and clothing, social and ethical training, and psychological and 
social support.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
The Orphaned Starfish enables all these children to have the access to computers, educational assis-
tance, and mentor support- all required to excel academically. OSF funded the furnishing of an educa-
tional computer center. They funded fourteen computers, two printers and scanners, the maintenance 
of the center, and will also continue to provide financial support. Orphaned Starfish is also committed 
to providing these women with secure employment opportunities after they leave the orphanage.



Senderos de Paz

Medellin, Colombia
Senderos de Paz is a home designed for children ranging from ages 3 to 10, who are among the vul-
nerable social strata of the village of San Cristobal belonging to the tumoltuos climate-city of Medellin. 
Providing education, food, and entertainment to more than 60 children who later come out with the 
basis of nutritional values and education to continue with their training in different institutions of the 
municipality.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
The Orphaned Starfish Foundation provided financial support for the implementation of a computer 
room for children ranging from the ages of 4 to 10 years from Senderos de Paz. OSF will continue to 

provide ongoing support for the children of Senderos de Paz, ensuring a secure future.

The Nuevas Oportunidades Project

San Rafeal Heredia, Costa Rica
The Nuevas Oportunidades project was created to provide computer training to children and young 
adults. Approximately 36 children and young adults from a shelter in the province of Heredia and a 
group of approximately 80 children from the “Los Angeles” school in San Rafael Heredia will be able 
to attend this program. Many of them come from dysfunctional families and have little or no access 
to higher education. The training will focus on enabling the children to find better paying opportunities 
after they leave the shelters.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
The Orphaned Starfish Foundation provided funds to furnish a computer center, and will continue to 
provide ongoing financial support.



La Posada de Belén

La Garita, Alajuela, Costa Rica
The Posada de Belen is a home for girls between the ages of eleven and eighteen, who have chil-
dren of their own. Regardless of their nationality or belief system the program takes them in with open 
arms. La Posada helps them adjust to their new role as a mother by ensuring that all of their needs 
are met. After having their baby, the girls spend six months at La Posada before they return to their 
homes. In 2009, a new board was elected with a vision to educate these girls and give them the tools 
that they need in order to learn a trade, get a job, and not have to return to the place where they were 
victimized. Our new mission is to educate, because we believe that if we educate one teenage moth-
er we will be educating 1000 future generations. 

In providing these opportunities, we are simultaneously educating the girls and making a difference in 
their children’s lives, by giving them something that their mothers never had: an education, the right 
to play, and support for their dreams. We believe that they have the right to be what they want to be, 
so we give them a range of options to choose which career path they prefer. With this being said, we 
guarantee that once they reach the age of eighteen, they will be able to have a job with the career 
skills they acquired at the Posada.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
The Orphaned Starfish Foundation furnished and equipped the computer center with the installation 
of 10 computers, internet access, Rosetta Stone English software, and also pays for teacher’s annual 
salary. These advances contribute to the overall goal of improving young mother’s education so that 
they have the skills and self-confidence to continue their studies and thereby break the cycle of pov-
erty for their children and future generations.



     
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC



The Orfanato Ninos de Cristo Program

La Romana, Dominican Republic
Orfanato Niños De Cristo was founded ten years ago by Sonia Hane, a native Dominican, who had 
been living in the United States for several years when she felt a strong call to return to her country to 
open a home devoted to abandoned, abused, or parentless children. The mission of the orphanage 
is to provide a safe home, family, and education to these children and to prepare them for adulthood. 
There are currently 124 children in the orphanage. Adoption in the Dominica Republic is extremely 
difficult because of past abuses of the system, therefore almost all of the children that come to the 
orphanage Niños De Cristo will stay until they are young adults and can find their way out into society.

In March of 2008, with the help of various donors, a vocational school building was completed with 
four classrooms. The primary challenge of today is to provide all the children with an opportunity to 
improve the overall quality of their education and especially to provide the older children with a voca-
tion so they can leave the orphanage and start lives on their own.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
OSF has equipped the classrooms with approximately thirty new computers as well as pay a teach-
er’s salary on a continuing basis. The goals of the new vocational computer center are to introduce all 
the children to typing, computer usage, and standard computer skills, allowing them to use the com-
puters for their schoolwork, connect to the world through the internet, and use these skills to qualify 
for gainful employment.

The Centro de Formación y Capacitación 
Cabarete Program

Puerto Plata, The Dominican Republic
In 2007, the Roman Catholic Diocese of Puerto Plata established a vocational training center in the 
township of Cabarete. The training center offers courses at no cost to children and youth, in various 
subject areas including information technology. These children are extremely poor and most of them 
suffer from physical disabilities. In addition to receiving vocational education and training, the partic-
ipants experience increased self-esteem and benefit from moral and civic empowerment that helps 
keep them away from crime. 

To date, the center has benefited children who otherwise would have no access to computer training 
and jobs and facilitated job placement in the labor market and helped promote the self-development 
of these at-risk youth through basic vocational training and the use of information technology.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
OSF provided funds to furnish and equip the computer center located inside the Centro de Formación 
y Capacitación de Cabarete, as well as pay the salary for an IT instructor.



ETHIOPIA &HAITI



ECF and ECF Village
Addis Ababa and Aleltu, Ethiopia
ECF Village’s main feature is the school-based child safety net that comes with an integrated set of 
basic health, nutrition and education services, a model which has proven to be cost-effective and 
sustainable in the context of Ethiopia, a large African country with among the highest concentrations 
of poverty in Africa.

Since it began operations, eight classroom blocks and learning facilities have been constructed, com-
plete with equipment, furniture and a health clinic. ECF Village has provided 10 years of schooling, 
health care and nutrition to 411 primarily orphans and poor children, and conducted HIV/AIDS aware-
ness training among 15,000 community members. It has built a communal kitchen, a feeding center, 
a dairy farm, and developed seven hectares of cultivated land for producing grains and vegetables for 
the Child-Feeding Program. It has undertaken and promoted good agricultural practices. It has done 
this while conserving the environment, mainly the introduction of bio-gas energy, tree planting and en-
vironmental education activities.Currently there are 411 children enrolled, between the ages of 4-17, 
with roughly equal gender equality. The classes range from Kindergarten to 10th grade. In collabora-
tion with the local communities and authorities, which assist with the selection of beneficiary children, 
ECF has been enrolling approximately 35-40 children every year; their ages range from 4 to 6, and 
they usually join from kindergarten. Today, the first class of students have reached 10th grade in 2010 
and they will take national examination for the completion of high school.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
OSF will provide funds to build a Technical and Vocational Training Center at the ECF Village. The 
center is expected to allow the children to learn computer and technical skill to help them obtain em-
ployment in areas like information communication technology, hospitality and tourism, construction, 
textile and sewing. In addition, OSF will also provide funds to pay the salary of two teachers.



The HELO Inc. Program

Les Cayes, Haiti
Founded in 2007, HELO started its orphanage in a rented house approximately 20 minutes outside of 
the city of Les Cayes with ten children selected by Co-Founder/Haiti Director Jean Phares 
Beaucejour. HELO is an acronym for Home Education Love Opportunity, which is what they strive 
to provide to orphaned and abandoned children in their care. Homes are family units, housing 10-12 
children with house-parents, a housekeeper and a cook. Children receive three meals a day, a lot of 
love, medical care, and a quality education. Opportunity, will come from the self esteem, 
self-confidence, values and education (scholastic and vocational) learned at HELO.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
The Orphaned Starfish Foundation funded the furnishing of a computer classroom, which includes 
cabinets, computer desk tops, and chairs. We also funded ten computers, a printer, antivirus soft-
ware, monthly internet service, reading horizon software, and Microsoft Office. We continue to provide 
internet connectivity on an annual basis and pay the for the Teacher’s Salary. OSF will continue to 
provide ongoing financial support.



MEXICO



The Asilo Primavera Program

México City, México
Asilo Primavera, established in 1908, focuses on providing shelter, housing, food, and education for 
more than 100 abandoned, impoverished, or parentless children, ages 6-18. Asilo Primavera’s goal 
is to integrate the children as responsible young adults into society by providing them with the neces-
sary tools and support, such as school and regular computer classes.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
In 2002, The Orphaned Starfish foundation made a grant to Asilo Primavera to accelerate the learning 
process through regular computer classes. The grant was utilized to purchase additional computers 
and printers, software, 180 books for computer learning, and other support items. OSF’s support 
has already improved Asilo Primavera, with reports from the teachers showing increased computer 
awareness and an improvement in the students” ability to use computer hardware and software. In 
2009, OSF provided funds to purchase ten new computers for the computer center. The foundation 
also pays the salary for a computer teacher on continuing basis.

The Ciudad de Los Niños Program

La Paz, Baja California, México
Ciudad de los Ninos, a foster home, provides a safe haven for 150 abused and abandoned children. 
These children usually suffer from low self-esteem due to physical and/or emotional abuse, and are 
in need of special care and acceptance. The foster home creates a family environment where values 
and good habits are stressed, and where the children can interact in a stable environment, fostering 
the development of their personalities. In addition, the Ciudad de los Ninos gives the children the 
opportunity to get an education and trade training allowing them to leave the home with the tools that 
will enable them to succeed.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
OSF provided funds to construct and furnish the computer room to help bolster the home’s education 
program.



The Kaambal Project

Yucatán, Mexico
The Kammbal Project is a computer school in Espita, Yucatan that supports more than 300 local chil-
dren, as well as children from surrounding communities, by providing computer training lessons. The 
school began classes on September 9th, 2006 and due to its success additional night courses were 
added to meet the demand for the computers and equipment.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
The Orphaned Starfish Foundation provided funds and resources for building the infrastructure and 
purchasing of computer equipment. The foundation also funds salaries of teachers and maintenance 
of the facility.

The Ojos Que Sieinten Project

México City, México
Ojos Que Sienten, founded in August 2006, is an organization dedicated to integrating visually im-
paired individuals into society professionally, academically and socially. This program provides voca-
tional training and support, as well as access to special software and hardware for computers, print-
ers, and productivity tools. The center’s learning approach is heavily focused on the arts.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
The Orphaned Starfish Foundation provided the center with computers, special equipment and soft-
ware for the visually impaired.



PANAMA,
PUERTO RICO & EL SALVADOR



The Asilo Malambo Program

Orfelinato San Jose de Malambo, Panama
Founded in 1890, Asilo Malambo fosters children and young adults from all backgrounds but mostly 
orphans. Currently, Asilo Malambo cares for approximately 150 girls, including 30 HIV positive
children, and serves a community of over four hundred people.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
The Orphaned Starfish Foundation funded the furnishing of a computer classroom with thirteen
computers and peripherals, four printers, air-conditioning unit. We continue to provide internet con-
nectivity on an annual basis.

The Hogar San Vicente de Paul Program
Colon, Panama
Founded in 1893, Hogar San Vicente de Paul (Compañía de las Hijas de la Caridad de San Vicente 
de Paul) provides care for 45 girls ranging in age from 6 to 16 by providing shelter, food, clothing, 
healthcare, and education. They come from backgrounds of severe violence and abuse, exposed to 
adult domestic violence, neglect and extreme poverty. Some of the girls are from rural areas without 
access to education and some have lost their parents to prison. The girls suffer from depression, 
anxiety, low self-esteem, lack of concentration, and as a result have low academic performance. 
Some of the girls even suffer from malnutrition, learning or physical disabilities. The orphanage is 
dedicated to improving the physical and emotional well being of the abandoned children living in the 
home and is committed to improving the quality of their education by providing access to information 
and communication technologies.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
OSF provided the funds to furnish and equip a computer center located inside Hogar San Vicente de 
Paul, as well as pays the salary for an IT instructor.



The Hogar Parroquia de Fatima
Chame, Panama
Founded in February 2010, Hogar Parroquia de Fatima located on Chame countryside, provides a 
multitude of services. There is a nursery for working Mothers, a primary school for all the children in 
the neighborhood, and an orphanage for children in need. It also includes a home for elderly care.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
OSF provided the funds for 10 computers and all equipment for the computer lab. The computer lab is 
used by the orphanage and the primary school in the community.

The Hogar Montecarmelo

Chorillo, Panama
Founded in February 2010, Hogar Montecarmelo is temporary housing for teenagers that have the 
aspiration to complete their studies, located at the sector of Chorrillo, Panama. These teens come 
from humble families with very low resources. Usually these teens live as far as 2 to 4 hours away 
from the closest school. Sometimes to reach school they have to walk , take a horse or even take a 
canoe to get to school on time. This institute is like a home for them with all the normal rules. They 
stay in the institute for 15 days at a time, and return home for the weekend every two weeks. They 
continue in that routine until the end of school year.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps
OSF provided the funds for 15 computers and all the equipment for the computer lab. The lab is used 
by the teens that are part of the institute



La Casa de Todo Program

Juncos, Puerto Rico
Since 1981, La Casa de Todos at Juncos PR, affiliated with Boys, Girls and mothers provides 
residential and educational support to children who have been placed in its care by family courts due 
to sexual and/or physical abuse, neglect, abandonment and/or extreme poverty. These children and 
their families are evaluated for the possibility that they could be reunited one day, or, if not possible, 
the children are put up for adoption. Often, the children continue at La casa de Todos until they turn 
12 years old. La Casa de Todos is located in the Mango neighborhood of Juncos, Puerto Rico

How the Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps

The Orphaned Starfish Foundation funded the furnishing of an educational computer center. We 
funded six computers, a printer, Microsoft Office software, and the maintenance of the center. The 
computers and courses will prepare the students for their future and professional careers. OSF helps 
by improving self-esteem and confidence, prepare youth for job market and post-secondary school 
educational programs, promote social and digital inclusion, complement education offered in schools 
with core course tutoring, languages, technology and sport, and foster sense of citizenship and strong 
moral values. OSF will continue to provide ongoing financial support.



Haz Un Amigo, Mejora Tu Comunidad

La Libertad, El Salvador
Haz Un Amigo, Mejor Tu Comunidad was founded under the Mercedario’s regional administration, 
Senora de la Paz, in its interest to contribute to societal problems. All the children and youth, orphans 
and at-risk youth, in this particular area are exposed to a variety of at-risk situations, particularly the 
marginal zones which have less economical resources, which doesn’t allow them to satisfy their 
basics needs. These children are even more vulnerable to climatic disasters and to social problems, 
such as violence, vandalism, drug addiction, alcoholism, gang groups, etc., adding the shortage of 
opportunities to personal development and proactive life. Haz Un Amigo, Mejor Tu Comunidad’s
 project is a community center that provides computer training to children and young adults. 
Approximately 200 to 300 children and young adults from the ages of 5 through 19 will be able to take 
advantage of the Orphaned Starfish Vocational Training Center we will establish through this grant.

Haz Un Amigo, Mejor Tu Comunidad works in the following areas: serving children and youth within 
the community, sponsorships for 280 children with food and education; meals 3 times a week in two 
schools located in the marginal areas, la Reforma y el Espino; orphanage for teenagers (15 teenag-
ers), annual summer classes and camps (during vacation period) for children, camps an free music 
courses for teenagers, and psychological attention.
Haz Un Amigo, and we, believe that education is a lifeline to the children in El Salvador—it is essen-
tial to overcome the negative impacts related to natural disasters and a long-term approach to miti-
gating issues arising from armed-conflict. An informed and educated generation of young people can 
heal and restore the country.

How The Orphaned Starfish Foundation Helps

The Orphaned Starfish Foundation provides a computer center that will serve children and teenagers 
from the ages of 5-19, who are currently experience the affects of a broken family or affected by 
alcoholism, economic crisis, emigration, limited access to formal education, absence of health
services, etc.

The program will allow the children and youth individually and formative, they will acquire basic
 knowledge in English language and computation, They will have support in the completion of their 
homework, through the use of computer and internet; also learning the development of creativity, 
creating, making images, music and basic knowledge about video editing, promoting values, etc. We 
want to give them valuables tools to compete in the work market or apply to entrepreneurship and opt 
for an better life quality. In a social plane, the program will prevent the actual problems the children 
and youth face on a daily basis: gangs, violence, family disintegration, addiction conducts such as 
drugs and alcoholism that affect their society.



STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITY
FOR YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2013

   Cash and Cash Equivalents
   Contributions receivable

  TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS
  TOTAL ASSETS

2013
1,458,259

70,000

1,528,259
$1,528,259

ORPHANED STARFISH FOUNDATION, INC
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2013

ASSETS

LIABILTIES AND NET ASSETS

     CURRENT LIABILITIES
 $         4,338
           2,444
           6,782

         1,272,591
           248,886
         1,521,477

                            

     $ 1,528,259

  Unrestricted
  Temporarily Restricted
    TOTAL NET ASSETS

TOTAL LIABLITIES AND NET ASSETS

  Accrued Expenses
  Payroll liabilities
     TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES

   CURRENT ASSETS

        NET ASSETS



ORPHANED STARFISH FOUNDATION, INC
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES

FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2013

Contributions
Special Events(net)
Interest Income
Net assets released from restriction
Total supports, revenue and releases

Program expenses
General and administrative expenses
Fundraising Expenses
   Total Expenses

CHANGE IN NET ASSETS

BEGINNING NET ASSETS

ENDING NET ASSETS

UNRESTRICTED

$   248,399
      562,665
          1,869
     146,472
      959,405

  TEMPORARILY
UNRESTRICTED

        17,500
      147,730
            -
     (146,472)
        18,758

    TOTALS

$   265,899
     710,395
         1,869
                               
      978,163

499,850
59,125
37,512

                 
596,487

362,918

909,673
                    

$1,272,591

-
-
-

                      
-

18,758

       230,128
                      

$248,886

499,850
59,125
37,512

                      
596,487

 381,676

1,139,801
                    

$1,521,477

SUPPORT, REVENUE AND RELEASES:

EXPENSES



 
50,000 and over

 Rob & Cindy Citrone    
 Vinny & Tori Smith      
25,000 and over
 
 Dr. Pedro Aspe        
10,000 and over
 
  Alex & Lucia Volbrechithausen    
 Colleen Foster    
 Curtis Hogue     
 Enrico Gaglioti    
 Jahn Brodwin    
 Jeannette  Pranger     
 Ricardo Mora & Kelli Kenny    
 Robert Hoff    
 S.P. “Wije” and Michele Wijegoonaratna     
 Sam Randaram    
 Steve Rattner    
 Tiffany Boyd    
 Warren Share    
 Paula and Dan Chapman    
 Robin Gibbins    
 Steve Cochran       
Supporters
 
 Abby Fuchs    
 Alan Helfman    
 Alan Oguyi    
 Alexa Quku    
 Alexandra Goeseke Cervera    
 Andrew Zobler    
 Andy Ruhle    
 Andy Stein    
 Anne O’Shea    
 Ashmi Dang    
 Augusto Arellano    
 Becky Franz     
 Ben Sobell    
 Benjamin Rosa-Schellhor    
 Brendan Collins    

 Brian Quattrini    
 Carla Mastroianni    
 Carlos Fernandez    
 Carlos Pita
             Carolina Lievano    
 Casey LaFlamme    
 Catalina Carvajal     
 Chris Barton    
 Chris Gillen    
 Chris Sale    
 Chris Taender    
 Christina Estrada    
 Colleen Foster    
 Courtney Allen    
 Craig Krandel    
 Daniel Lesser    
 Danielle Duret     
 David Bernhaut    
 David Brinton    
 David Williams     
 Deborah Belfatto     
 Lindsay Belfatto    
 Diane Hoffman    
 Dianne Penchina    
 Dilia Jelen    
 Dilini Weerasooriya    
 Diogo Canteras     
 Dr. Janet Taylor    
 Dr. Kazuko  Tatsumura Hillyer    
 Eden Nanazia    
 Eduardo Cortina    
 Eileen Brown    
 Elizabeth Kennedy    
 Elliot Cafritz    
 Emily Miller    
 Erika Canchola    
 Evan Ladouceur    
 Gary Feldman    
 Gerald Cohen    
 Gina Ludlow    
 Gregory Murray 
 H. Joseph Mello  
 Harry Palumbo    
 Helena Amaral     

OUR SUPPORTERS
Individuals

It is The Orphaned Starsish Foundation’s privilege to acknowledge you, our supporters
 individuals and corporations-- for all your contributions to the children we help



 Lynn Gordon 
             Marc Cherry    
 Margaret Keane William    
 Maria Amaral     
 Mark Surfas    
 Marta Amaral Guimarães     
 Matt Johnston     
 Maura Smith    
 Megin Boyles    
 Michael Achenbaum    
 Michael Bouri    
 Michael De Parto    
 Nastia Liukin     
 Nelly Isaacson    
 Omar Khan    
 Osmin Rivera    
 Patrick Brady     
 Paul Makarechian    
 Peggy DeFilippis     
 Peter Ciaccia     
 Philip Harper    
 Rafael Febres-Cordero    
 Rajeev Kapoor    
 Raymond and Ginger Kenny    
 Rebecca Wisocky    
 Richard Awdeh    
 Rob Roy    
 Robert and Mary Ellen Weiland    
 Robert Weiland    
 Robin Gibbins    
 Robyn Baltuch    
 Roger Altman    
 Ron Stein    
 Rossanna Figuera    
 Ruben Taborda    
 Ryan Fazio 
 Ryan Kelley    
 Samantha Acebal    
 Sandra Mandel
              Sarah Ehrlich    
 Sasha Cohen   
 Scott Doug    
 Scott Palombo    
 Seth Zeleznik    
 Stephen Schwartz               
              Steve Cuebellis                 
              Steve Rattner    
 Steven Liss    

 Susan Finkelstein                        
              Susan Lucci
 Susan Segal    
 Suzanne Jurist    
 Tadd Campbell   
 Ted Franchetti    
 Therese Virserius   
 Thomas Gardner   
 Thomas Keown
             Tim O’Byrne    
 Todd Rosen    
 Tom & Eleanore Richard  
 Tom Richard    
 Tom Schlange    
 Tommy Gaut    
 Victor Arriaran  
 Victoria Shoenwald   
 Vivek Bantwal    
 Vivian Tarn    
 Warren Share    
 Whitney Robinson   
 William Glen Boyd   
 Wole Parks    
     
     
     
    

 Irina Powers    
 Jack Macauley    
 Jacob Dunn    
 Jacob Medinger   
             James Roth    
 Janet Castellaccio    
 Jason Liebman    
 Jay Levy    
 JB Miller    
 Jeanette Pranger    
 Jeffrey Allen    
 Jeffrey Smith    
 Jennifer Hartmann    
 Jerry Webman     
 Jessica Brody    
 Jessica Roy    
 Jill Green    
 Jim Craige    
 Jim Luce    
 Jimmy Emmons    
 Jing Yang    
 Jo Roy    
 Joan Parker    
 John Flaherty    
 John Parry    
 John Peed    
 Jonathan Shugar    
 Joseph Matheson    
 Julian Iragorri    
 Justin Tuck     
 Kacey Sharrett    
 Katherine Pelet    
 Kathy Shea    
 Kayde Michael Eaton    
 Kazuko H Tatsumura    
 Kristen Dawson    
 Kristen Hill    
 Lara Dizdarevic    
 Laura Gerchik    
 Laura Welch    
 Leigh Filippini    
 Lianne Hack    
 Lisa Kahan    
 Lou Gilmore    
 Lourdes L Valle    
 Lucila Vollbrechthausen    
 Lucrezia Wildenstein    
 Lyndon Campbell    

OUR SUPPORTERS
Individuals (continued)



  
50,000 and over
    
 Teach a Man to Fish Foundation    
 Toba Capital       
25,000 and over
     
 Goldman Sachs & Co.    
 Integral Communities     
 Morgan Stanley     
 The Bronner Family Foundation    
 Toys R Us    
 United Airlines        
10,000 and over
     
 Argyros Family Foundation    
 Bank of America Merrill Lynch    
 Bravo Media    
 Canyon    
 Cold Open    
 Discovery Capital    
 Empresas ICA    
 Four of a Kind Productions 
             & Minerva Productions    
 Johnson and Johnson     
 McGraw Hill Financials     
 Sprint     
     
Supporters
     
 Allan Rose and Family    
 Alton Lane    
 Audi Sports Car Experience    
 Avon     
 Bars and Books      
 Brian Vicker Nascar     
 Cali 351    
 Carla Marina Sardeira     
 Casa de Campo Domincan Republic     
 Classic Car Club    

 Conrad- Plaza San Juan    
 COPA Airlines    
 Copacabana Palace Hotel    
 Exhale Spa     
 Cipriani    
 Conair     
 Dan Marino    
 Denihan Group    
 DirecTV    
 Doubletree Hotel Campbell Centre    
 Earnhardt Ganassi Racing with Felix Sabates    
 Embassy Suites Hotel Dallas    
 Entertainment Weekly    
 Epic Hotel    
 Eshave     
 Gansevoort Hotels New York    
 Gansevoort Park Avenue    
 Gansevoort Turks and Caicos    
 Giant Tickets Seahawks Game    
 Hard Rock in Times Square    
 Hartley Du Pont    
 HBO    
 Hotel Chantelle      
 InterContinental Playa Bonita Resort & Spa    
 Jeffrey Allen – MS Walker & Dana Brody –
             MS Walker    
 Jewelry.com     
 Jill Greenberg Studio     
 Johnson and Johnson    
 JW Marriot Hotel Miami    
 JW Marriott Marquis Miami    
 Kimpton Group    
 Korakia Pensione    
 Le Souk    
 Limo Alliance    
 Loews Miami Beach Hotel    
 Loews Regency New York Hotel    
 Malik Yoba    
 Maritime Hotel     
 Monica Sordo    
 MOROCCAN OIL Package    
 Museum of American Finance    

OUR  SUPPORTERS
CORPORATE

It is The Orphaned Starsish Foundation’s privilege to acknowledge you, our supporters
 individuals and corporations-- for all your contributions to the children we help



 Newport Beachside Hotel & Resort    
 NoMad Hotel    
 Ocean House Properties    
 Oliloli     
 Papagayo Costa Rica Resort & Spa    
 Park Hyatt Beaver Creek Resort and Spa    
 Parlor    
 Peabody Memphis Hotel    
 Petco Park and the San Diego Property    
 Playbill Inc.    
 Ritz Carlton San Juan    
 Robin Brouillette    
 Sherry Moser Jewlery    
 Spider Man on Broadway    
 Supima    
 The Betsy South Beach    
 The New Yorker     
 The Waverly Inn & Garden     
 The Westin Guadalajara    
 Top of the Rock    
 United Airlines    
 USTA BJK-National Tennis Center    
 Visko Hatfield    
 Volatour    
 W Hoboken    
 W South Beach & Kitchen 305    
 Waffles and Dinges    
 Warren Isaacs/Carole Feuerman    
 Westin Santa Fe Mexico City    
 Windsor Court Hotel    
 Worth New York    

OUR  SUPPORTERS
CORPORATE (continued) 



BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Andrew B. Stein Founder and Executive Chairman
Kelli Kenny, Founding Board Member
Lucia Fernandes
Victoria Flaherty
Ruben Taborda
Sandra Mandell
Ricardo Mora
Jeanette Prenger
Eric Ricaurte, Treasurer
Thomas Richard
Reyna Rosenshein
Joanna Scholl
Vinny Smith

CONTACT US
55 Exchange Place, Suite 405
New York, NY 10005

908-887-0788
nsantos@orphanedstarfish.org

HOW TO GET INVOLVED
Make a donation, like us on Facebook,  follow us on 
Twitter, tell a friend about our foundation, or become a 
member of an OSF committee. Please visit our website 
to learn more about getting involved.

                      www.Orphanedstarfish.org

             

www.instagram.com/orphanedstarfish

www.twitter.com/ostarfissh

www.facebook.com/ostarfish


